•

WE BELIEVE that our Race is our Religion.

•

WE BELIEVE that the White Race is Nature's Finest.

•

WE BELIEVE that racial loyalty is the greatest of all
honors, and racial treason is the worst of all crimes.

•

WE BELIEVE that what is good for the White Race is the
highest virtue; and what is bad for the White Race is the ultimate sin.

•

WE BELIEVE that the one and only, true and revolutionary White Racial Religion Creativity - is the only salvation for the White Race.

* Creativity ~ The Religion of the White Race! *
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Oath of Dedication and Loyalty
“I hereby pledge my undying loyalty to the WHITE RACE and to the CHURCH OF CREATIVITY:
That I am a true member of the WHITE RACE and will faithfully practice RACIAL LOYALTY;
and that at all times, I will practice the GOLDEN RULE, namely, to promote the best interests
of the WHITE RACE.
“To the Creed of Creativity, I forever pledge my Life, my Sacred Honor and my Religious
Zeal.”

RAHOWA!
The CREATIVITY ALLIANCE neither condones violence or unlawful activities nor do we
promote or incite them, however, we demand that our unconditional right to freedom of
religion be upheld by any means, and at all costs.

The Enemy of My Enemy is Not My Friend
Islam: As Much the Enemy As is its Semitic Cousin, the Jew
Have you ever met a Muslim that is prepared to deny its own religion? That is, in Christian terms, to
claim it is a lapsed Muslim? I have, and it is a malicious, deceitful creature akin to its cousin, the nonreligious Jew. Just as with the Jew, the Muslim is a non-White with its own racial agenda. They may
profess an outright hatred for the Jew and the Nigger, but it is you, White man, that the Muslim –
religious or not – saves his, or her worst behaviour for.
A couple of years ago, I moved into a new home. My first real home since my divorce more than
twenty years ago, and probably the only home I have ever liked in my nearly fifty years on this Earth.
Knowing a few tradesmen in the area, I was warned about the Muslim living opposite from me; I was
told he was a Jihadi that hated White people and would bully the local tradesmen with his proMuslim, pro-Abo, anti-White garbage as they tried to get on with their job. I listened and I did a little
of my own investigating, finding that the Muslim had moved out. I thought everything was clear and
I promptly moved in with a young Brother taking the spare room for the next year.
Everything appeared fine. No problems here.
Then the Jihadi’s mother moved in. A babbling, ugly old, half-dressed, half-witted Palestinian Muslim
who proclaimed herself to be non-religious.
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Straight away she began bad-mouthing the rest of the neighbours, calling them alcoholics and drug
dealers. I know that type well, so I knew she was the type that would be talking about me in the
same terms as. However, if that’s all she was going to do, then I wouldn’t be writing this. Petty
rumours don’t interest me.
As I expected with the ugly old Shit-Skin, things soon began to escalate: First it began to try to push
its own racial agenda, going on about the plight of Palestinians, how she is a Palestinian, how she
and all Palestinians are victims of the Jew, the media was controlled by the Jew and everything
written and said about Muslims is a lie. According to her, no Muslim in the history of the world has
ever done anything at all wrong: It’s all lies by the Jew and the Crusaders. The Shit-Skin just didn’t
get it that my being polite was a mere façade to keep the peace. It must have seen me as a soft
target to bend to its racial and religious agenda, otherwise, why else would it keep pestering me
with its Palestinian garbage whenever I walked out the front door.
Next came the Reclaim Australia Rallies – meant to reclaim
Australia from Muslim extremist influences – with the
mainstream media showing bloody brawls around the
country between the Marxists and the Patriots and claiming
that the streets are being overrun by White Supremacists.
Note: The South Australian rallies have been more or less
peaceful, with the police doing an excellent job keeping the
Marxists under a measure of control … although the media
reported otherwise. Having attended a few of the Reclaim
Rallies myself, I knew the truth, so when the Shit-Skin tried
to lecture me about how Australia has suddenly become
extremely racist; instead, it was the one that got the lecture
from me about the Jewish media lying about the White
Patriots as part of its own divide and conquer agenda, and
that those Reclaim Rally people are so multicultural, they
absolutely love it when Muslims whom claim to be against
Islamic Extremism, as well as Sikhs and Hindus join with
them. In fact, the pathetic bastards just about fall down in
grateful ecstasy at the mere presence of any non-White that
shows up at their rallies.
That must have left it completely dumb, because from that moment on it quit trying to push her
racial and religious agenda on me and became obsequiously nice. I, in the meantime maintained the
façade of politeness when I was forced to interact with her. When you have a mud as a neighbour,
you don’t have any other choice unless you want all hell to break loose … and although I am
prepared for anything, it has to be their choice. In other words, I gave her and her husband an
opportunity to prove they can act like decent human beings – and of course they failed and resorted
to type.
According to Sharia Law:
Muslims should engage in Taqiyya and lie to non-Muslims to advance Islam.
And then the Paris murders occurred. There was an immediate change in attitude. I was pleased I
was now able to go outside without the old Shit-Skin in its panties bending over flashing its fat ugly
mud-flap arse at me. Finally there was no more need for me to keep up the façade of politeness –
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and since I had nothing to say to her or her husband, it was a case of … Shit happens. And then the
reports started coming in: It was grabbing hold of everyone she could in the extended
neighbourhood – White and Black – and telling them that I’m a “White Supremacist,” a “Nazi,” a
“Racist” and that they all must do everything they could to remove me from the neighbourhood.
Anyone who resisted was ordered to never have anything to do with me. It was encouraging people
to commit acts of violence; it was boasting that it has me so scared of her, that I’m frightened to
come out of my home, while at the same time claiming that I am so violent, she needs protection.
This is the standard contradictory behaviour to expect from a non-White once it decides to play the
race card, playing the victim while simultaneously acting tough, trying to start a mini race-war
following their anti-White agenda.
Anyone with even a remote hint of
blackness, the bloated pig gleefully
informed that it’s a Muslim; anyone
White, it tried to pass it off that it’s Italian
or Greek or something else European.
Although, with the nigger corn-row hairdo it had, others had already come to their
own conclusions – just none guessed it
was a Muslim. Another story it put out
was that it was born in Bethlehem … which
always excites the Christinsane with their
love of everything Jewsus.
Anyway, having been given the same report by six or seven different neighbours from the
surrounding area, I was quite satisfied to fill each of them in on everything I knew about that refugee
as it had also claimed it was … but basically I stuck to the simple facts that the Shit-Skinned SandNigger and her husband were Muslims from Palestine, both had remained extremely polite up until
the murder of over a hundred White people in Paris by Muslims, when their attitude suddenly
changed … and her son is a Jihadi.
The result was that instead of the neighbourhood turning on me as planned, it is her – the deceitful
Muslim that is being, it is her that hides inside her home afraid to come out. And any calls she’s
made to the local authorities about me have been wasted calls. People are genuinely sick of being
race-baited by manipulating foreign muck and can see right through it.
As the title of this article says, the enemy of my enemy is not my friend, and I know that many of you
still need to learn that lesson. So pay attention and remember that just because the Muslim speaks
ill of the Jew or whatever else floats your boat does not make him – or her, your friend. Every racial
group has their own agenda, and the only common goal amongst non-Whites is the total
annihilation of “Western” civilisation and the ultimate extermination of all White people. A White
person cannot be friends with a non-White unless the White has no self-respect at all and is willing
to adorn a perpetual cloak of guilt and commit moral and intellectual suicide to appease the
inevitable victim status claimed by the non-White. All you can ever do is be polite and move along.
In my neighbourhood, for the moment, all is peaceful – but experience tells me that there is only
one way that this can resolve itself – extreme violence: Eventually the Muslim will con some braindead nutcase to take up its personal Jihad against the local Creator and they will ultimately fail,
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because once they turn violent, I will have nothing to lose … and the Islamic Jihad will meet the
Bloody Racial War.
RaHoWa!
Reverend Cailen Cambeul, P.M.E.

Brickbats and Bouquets
Correspondence from Friends and Foes Across the World
A Pest
14 March 2016
Dear Creativity Alliance,
I found your organisation online and I have a
few questions. My best friend is black, but I
am white -- is it acceptable for us to still be
friends? I love her a lot, but do you think I am
actually betraying my people by continuing
friendship with her? Why exactly is that?
I look forward to hearing from you soon,
Finlay Worrallo
20 March 2016
Dear Creativity Alliance,
I was just wondering if you received my email
dated 14 March. If you didn't, I would like to
know whether it is acceptable for a white
person to be friends with a black person. I ask
because I am white myself and have a black
best friend. Am I betraying the White Race by
continuing this friendship?
Yours faithfully,

28 March 2016
Dear Creativity Alliance,
I was just wondering if you received my email dated
20 March. If you didn't, I would like to know whether
it is acceptable for a white person to be friends with
a black person. I ask because I am white myself and
have a black best friend. Am I betraying the White
Race by continuing this friendship? I must admit, I
am a little confused.
I hope to hear from you soon,
Finlay Worrallo.
ftworrallo@gmail.com.
http://www.google.com/search?&q=Finlay+Worrallo
Our Reply:
Link: The Sixteen Commandments of Creativity
Commandment VII
“Show preferential treatment in business dealings
with members of your own race. Phase out all
dealings with Jews as soon as possible. Do not
employ niggers or other coloreds. Have social
contacts only with members of your own racial
family.”

Finlay Worrallo
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Joining the Church

Pictures

Greetings Rev. Cambeul,
I have a membership application to mail to
the church. On the most recent newsletter it
mentioned that for a short time the
membership fee was being waved. Is this still
available? Also since I am located in the US
(Massachusetts) what/who would be the best
person/address to mail it off to.
Thanks,
Sister V.
U.S.A.

Australian brothers, Church of Creativity NSW Australia.

Our Reply:
The easiest way is to email your application
or the details required in the application to
Admin@creativityalliance.com.
And yes, the membership fee is still being
waved. As long as Reverend Cambeul
continues as Church Administrator, that’s the
way it will remain. When you are PM, you
can set your own fees.

Church of Creativity England, U.K.

To the Creativity Alliance,
As an older Creator with our Glorious
Founder, Ben Klassen, I was disappointed to
see Creativity morph into a Skinhead cult
after the Glorious Founder’s demise. I am
honored to see that Creativity has returned
to its true path and the Skinhead aberration
is gone.

Notice to our Readers:

All letters and email to the Editor as well as posts on
Racial Loyalty News/Forum are read with the intention
of finding suitable material for Brickbats and Bouquets.
Anyone who wishes that we protect their anonymity
please specify, and we will use only initials and the
state and country of origin. All letters for publication are
I am looking forward to once again joining
the true inheritors of Ben Klassen’s legacy subject to editing for brevity and clarity.
and taking my place in the mighty battering
Published by:
ram that is the Church of Creativity.
Hails to all my White Brothers and Sisters.
RaHoWa.

THE CHURCH OF CREATIVITY
P.O. Box 420 Oaklands Park, S.A. 5046 Australia
Admin@CreativityAlliance.com
CreativityAlliance.com

Brother G.D.
U.S.A.
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Nietzsche
And Why He Despised Germany
From a Question by Brother Wilhelm Anthony
I agree with everything in Creativity. All with one exception ... Nietzsche.
I will be honest. I haven't read his books, taken time to learn about his beliefs etc. But I do know that
he absolutely hated Germans. So I cannot fathom how we can really respect Nietzsche when he says
Germans are "made up of the most extraordinary mixing and mingling of races." And he further says,
"It is even part of my ambition to be considered as the despiser of the German par excellence."
I don't understand this at all!
An explanation or justification would be appreciated.
*****
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Nietzsche the Nihilist
Nietzsche was a nihilist. His idea was to tear down society and rebuild it in a vision set to his own
moral and political ideals - something similar to Creativity as there is practically nothing left today
that we Creators see as morally and politically worthwhile in today's society.
Regarding Nietzsche's dislike of Germans: In Nietzsche's time, Germany was a brand new nation
cobbled together from Germanic states speaking a wide variation of dialects, and outlying Slavic
border states.

When we think of Germany today, we see it through the post White War One eyes of former
enemies become brothers. We don't see the differences that still exist to this day between the
various regions and dialects that make up modern Germany. We see Germany in much the same
way our grandfathers in khaki saw Germany - as a monolithic nation devoid of cultural diversity.
For comparison, most of the world sees Britain in much the same light with top-hatted poofs running
the show and cheery Cockneys at the bottom, slaving away in the coal mines and the factories
singing away like Disney dwarves. America, Canada, Australia, New Zealand and South Africa: We're
all seen as variations on the cowboy theme with our own versions of the top-hatted poofs in charge.
Of course, none of our once White Nations can really be narrowed down to such idiotic descriptions,
but that's what becomes of popular misconceptions. And it's the same for Germany and Germans.
A good example of the differences throughout Germany and Austria are the Terminator movies.
Arnie being Austrian speaks absolutely perfect German, but even though he requested to dub his
own dialogue in the Terminator movies into German, the studio refused and hired someone else to
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do the job. The reason: To most Germans, Arnie with his Austrian accent sounds like a rustic farmer
with his straw hat, smock and rubber boots, chewing on his pipe and shagging his sheep. You can
just imagine how if Arnie was allowed to dub his own dialogue into German, the Terminator movies
would have been Germany's most successful comedy series. When you look at it that way you can
understand how the people of Nietzsche's newly united Germany felt. After all, apart from all the
cultural and linguistic differences, they had been at war with each other for near a thousand years
before that.
White War One created a united Germany in ours and Germans' minds in a sense that the political
formation of the nation of Germany in 1873 did not. It will be victory following the Racial Holy War
between White Europeans and the muds in their midst that will accomplish the same for Europe
today. Perhaps then, brother, it will be your grandsons that are asking why our generations so
mocked the European Union?

Racial Loyalty News
News by White People for White People
Creativity in the News
This month we show that Creativity’s Credo
has finally reached mainstream U.S.A.

But the segment has drawn criticism after Grace
Tilly was shown making phone calls on behalf of
Trump from the campaign office while sporting a
pair of prominent tattoos associated with neoProminent Trump supporter with controversial Nazis.
tattoos defended
Extract: A Fayetteville woman who volunteers at They include a particular version of the Celtic
the downtown Trump campaign headquarters is Cross on her hand. The version is also known as
not a white supremacist, her father-in-law says, Odin's Cross and is used to identify with white
even though she has what may be white power power movements, according to published
accounts. Her left hand has the number 88,
tattoos.
which symbolizes the letter H, the eighth letter of
Pete Tilly is one of two people who head up the the alphabet. Back to back, the numbers signify
Gillespie Street office for the Republican "Heil Hitler" - the universal neo-Nazi greeting,
presidential front-runner. Members of his family accounts say.
volunteer at the headquarters, including 33year-old Grace Tilly, who is married to his son, The Trump campaign did not respond to emails
Thursday seeking comment for this story.
Farron.
The Tilly family, who have been motivated to
work for a political campaign for the first time,
were featured as part of a PBS "NewsHour''
report that was televised Tuesday. The story
gives their take on why they support Trump.
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Pete Tilly said he didn't think the show's
producers were aware of the tattoos.
Attempts to reach Grace Tilly were unsuccessful.
She has said the tattoos are tied to her family's
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Celtic religious beliefs.

Video Link: Click Here
From PINAC (U.S.A.)
Farron Tilly, his son, said he was not interested 19 March 2016
in talking about his wife's tattoos. "I think it's a https://photographyisnotacrime.com
bunch of mudslinging," he said.
Occupy Democrats (U.S.A.)
"We have said they have personal meaning to 17 March 2016
us," he said. "It's personal business."
http://occupydemocrats.com
Farron Tilly's YouTube channel - which shows up New York Daily News (U.S.A.)
when using his username, farron666 - includes 17 March 2016
videos for "Nature's Eternal Religion" under the http://www.nydailynews.com
playlist "WhitePrideIsAllRight."
Stanko, Applegarth tangle with Legion
"Nature's Eternal Religion" was written by the
late Ben Klassen, a former Florida legislator who Note: Mr Stanko is not a member of the Church
founded the racist, anti-Semitic Church of The of Creativity, nor does he represent Creativity.
Creator. The ideology of that group, now known
as the CHURCH OF CREATIVITY, is classified as Extract: Rudy Butch Stanko and Joseph
neo-Nazi by the Southern Poverty Law Center.
Applegarth filed the suit March 2, asking the
court to order the Chadron American Legion Post
Farron Tilly declined to comment on what was to reverse its decisions to ban Applegarth from
posted on his YouTube space.
its property and to not hire his business in the
future. They are also seeking $1 million in
"I'm not going to get involved in this," he said.
punitive damages.
According to a review on Amazon.com, the book
"Nature's
Eternal
Religion"
critiques
"Christianity, Judaism and Islam alike, discusses
race in history and the lessons which have to be
taken for the white race to survive. Finally it lays
out the basis of the religion of Creativity, which
seeks to replace Christianity as the dominant
religion of the Western world."

Court documents filed by the pair allege that the
American Legion is discriminating against Stanko
and Applegarth for exercising their free speech
rights, claiming civil rights violations. They charge
that the American Legion and Marshall in his
capacity as commander are violating their civil
rights by banning them for exercising their First
Amendment rights, by “firing” Applegarth for the
same, for violating the federal “Section 1983”
From the Fay Observer (U.S.A.)
law, for violating their Fifth and 14th
18 March 2016
Constitutional Amendment rights without due
http://www.fayobserver.com
process of law and for contacting the Chadron
Police Department to notify them of the ban and
Kansas Trump Rally Supporter Declares Racial the Legion’s intent to press trespassing charges
Holy War, Says “RaHoWa! Go To Auschwitz” to against them.
Dutch Journalist
Extract: In Cleveland, a Trump supporter was The incident, the documents say, has caused
recorded telling protestors to “Go to Auschwitz. “great humiliation, embarrassment, and mental
Go to f---ing Auschwitz.”
suffering, pain, distress and anguish.”
Before saying that, the man could be heard The lawsuit stems from a letter Marshall sent to
saying "Rahowa" which is a white supremacist Applegarth Feb. 19 after the latter wrote a piece
code for “racial holy war.”
in Feb. 17 issue of The Stampede, an online
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newspaper published by Stanko, who lives in
Sheridan County. Applegarth’s piece was in
response to an article Stanko wrote in a January
issue of his newspaper.

When Niggers Attack
Genocide of the White Race

Stanko said in his piece that he is “sick and tired
of glorifying veterans for being on the dole for
fighting for an alleged freedom.” He called the
American flag a “flag of tyranny” and went on to
say that veterans are not the “brightest light
bulbs.”
“I want anyone to tell me one freedom that
these veteran cripples have preserved for our
posterity,” he wrote.
Previously, Stanko unsuccessfully sought more
than $180,000 from the Wyoming Game and
Fish Department in 2004 as payment for 198
cattle he said were killed by grizzlies. In 1984,
Stanko’s Cattle King Meat Packing Company,
based in Colorado, was caught in a scheme to
sell meat rejected by inspectors, much of it
slated for the National School Lunch Program.
Stanko served six years in federal prison for the
incident, during which time he wrote an antiSemitic book claiming a Zionist conspiracy to
destroy his business. In 2006, he was convicted
of being a felon in possession of weapons; he
was sentenced on the charges in 2012 and
ordered back to prison for 13 months.

Sand Niggers looking for $$$ scream RACIST!
after the Brussels Airport Bombings
UK: British Man Arrested for Asking a Muslim to
Explain Brussels
Extract: Matthew Doyle, believed to work at a
south London-based talent and PR agency,
wrote: “I confronted a Muslim woman in
Croydon in south London, England yesterday.
“I asked her to explain Brussels. She said ‘nothing
to do with me’. A mealy mouthed reply.”
Mr Doyle was later arrested with police
confirming: “A 46-year-old man was this evening
arrested at his home in Croydon on suspicion of
inciting racial hatred on social media. He has
been taken to a south London police station" and
was charged with using social media to incite
racial hatred after more than a day of
questioning by police.

Stanko also successfully challenged Montana’s
speed limit law that only required driving in a
“careful and prudent manner.” However, he lost
cases in Montana challenging the need for a
state livestock dealer’s license and in arguing
that as an ordained minister for the Church of From News Limited (Australia)
the Creator he should have been allowed to 24 March 2016
preach to inmates. The Church of the Creator is http://www.news.com.au
a white supremacist church.
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Muslim woman in Sydney asked about
terrorism takes a stand
Extract: A YOUNG Sydney Muslim woman (Mini
Elali, age 27) took a stand this week when an
elderly man asked her: “How are the terrorists
going?”

Hey you Muslim bitch, if you ever read this, we
CREATORS know it's not about Islam. It is about
RACE! You can drop your religion like the bad
smell it is, but you cannot drop your racialcultural instinct to hoard to your own kind in
your ghettos, vying with your neighbouring
multiculti Nig-Nogs for the ultimate Trophy for
“I was shocked and replied, ‘What?’ He repeated Victimhood, jabbering about how the privileged
White Man makes it sooo difficult for you with
the question. I answered, ‘How would I know?’
his constant and all encompassing "racism."
“It made me feel upset, he insinuated I was a
terrorist. And I find that offensive ... I’m sick of
being asked continuously to condemn Daesh
and other similar groups ... “I only speak for
myself, I am not a spokesperson for anyone.
Asking me and any Muslim to condemn them
implies if we don’t, we condone (what they do).”
Her message is this: “Muslim women are not
easy prey or a target for bigoted men ... There
are many bigoted extremists in Australia, and Take your Europhobia and F*ck off back to Africa.
like extremists in any community, they are the
loudest.”
In Union We Stand
From the islands to the cities, from the ports into the sea.

From News Limited (Australia)
25 March 2016
http://www.news.com.au

A Creator’s Response
White people - Australians, British, Americans,
Germans and every perceivable blend of
European - that do not immediately condemn
Hitler and the Nazi era and on demand are
denounced as Nazis and blamed for the
"Holocaust" and the murder of Homos. How
about the DEMAND that White Australia say
"Sorry" to the Abos ...? How about Muslims and
their constant bickering about "Crusaders" ...
about "White Supremacists" ... about "Racists"
...? How about every damned Nig-Nog
demanding we White people prostrate ourselves
on the ground pleading for their forgiveness
because of the imagined sins of our forefathers
... or more frequently, the imagined "Racist"
thoughts that every bloody Nig-Nog thinks sits
fermenting in a White person's mind?

We are strong, we will always be
Blazing through the wreckage, burning all we see
The life we lead, committed to be free
Our union is a fortress
Together we are bound
A common bound in freedom, and in sound
So raise your voices high
For miles around to hear
Let them know, we are drawing near...
In union we stand,
As they blaze across the land
In union, we make a final stand...
A peaceful co-existence, is dropping out of sight
So band together, together we will fight
Blasting the resistance, marching to the top
They started this, we say when it stops
Strike fear within their hearts
Strike down those in your way
Let them know, that we live, today
They threw us into the flames
Did not hear our cries
But now, from the ashes we arise ...
In union we stand,
As they blaze across the land
In union, we make a final stand...
[Overkill - 1987 - Taking Over]
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Support Your Local Creator
Joseph Esposito #20315402
OSP
2605 State St.
Salem, Oregon
U.S.A. 97310

http://rahowadirectory.com/esposito

John C. Barletta #80698
Central NM Correctional Facility
P.O. Drawer 1328
Los Lunas, New Mexico
U.S.A. 87031-1328
James Holbrook #48051-177
FCI Seagoville
PO Box 9000
Seagoville, Texas
U.S.A. 75159-9000
Joel Dufresne #257173
Kinross Correctional Facility
4533 W Industrial Park
Kincheloe, Michigan
U.S.A. 49786
http://www.joeldufresnecase.com
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Notice: Our original stock manufacturers and suppliers for Creativity Storefront have been forced to
ban us due to anti-White demands by PayPal. However, despite the numerous attempts to shut us
down Creativity Storefront continues. The website is Under Reconstruction and new suppliers have
already been sourced.
Unfortunately, we no longer have the facilities for you to open your own store, but you may contact
us with your own custom designs.
All order requests can be made via Admin@creativityalliance.com

… CreativityStorefront.com
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Creator Classifieds
Buy, Swap, Sell, Donate & Get Active
Place Your Own Ad Here!
Available From Reverend Cailen Cambeul, P.M.E.
P.O. Box 420 Oaklands Park, S.A. 5046 Australia
Admin@creativityalliance.com
Ask for postage costs prior to placing order

The Little White Book 40th Anniversary Edition: $20
The Creativity Alliance Members’ & Supporters’ Handbook: $15
Creator Flags 6x4 (feet): $35
Creativity Alliance Cloth Patches: $7
Church Logo Cloth Patches: $7
Custom Orders and Delivery from Creativity Storefront by Arrangement
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